BRAIN LOCALIZATION
left brain    An injury to the proper region of the right brain *
mil therefore cut off the right-hand half of each retina;
and (as rays of light cross in passing through the lens of
the eye) this means that the left half of the field of vision
is darkened.
The brain injury is due to a polyp which grows between
the sheep's skull and his brain and by pressing on the latter
keeps away the blood supply. An old Northumbrian fanner
whom I knew was accustomed to operate on the sheep (and
no doubt the operation is well known among farmers) by
boring into the skull at a place chosen partly by observing
the sheep's manner of walking, partly by feeling the skull
with the thumbs ; whereupon the polyp protruded and was
withdrawn, and the wound closed with a tarred bandage.
The auditory region is just below the Sylvian fissure.
The regions similarly connected with taste, smell, etc., are
on the inner surface between the two hemispheres. Running
along the front border of the parietal lobe, and just across
the river, as it were—that is, across the fissure of Roland—
from the motor region, is a region which is necessary to the
sense of touch over the surface of the body and perhaps to
the other skin senses ; for injuries here result in loss of sensa-
tion somewhere on the body. This and the motor region
run approximately across the top of the head, and down
towards the ears under the headpiece of a radio set when
one is " listening-in," separated from one another by the
Rolandic fissure.
The other areas of the cortex, though they are not, like
those described, intimately connected with groups of muscles
or with sense organs, are nevertheless highly important,
Called sometimes the silent areas, or association areas, they
are essential in even the simplest perception, for we have
reason to think that mere excitation of, say, the visual region,
would give only a meaningless sensation instead of an
understood and significant percept. The words percept and
perception have not been used or defined in this book
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